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Sample Sections of ‘Think Big Destiny Books’ 
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Five Books 

• Book I - ‘Out of Darkness Cometh Light’ 

• Book II - ‘Your Real Destiny’ 

• Book III- ‘The Road to Your Destiny’ (Handbook to Destiny-Gram Website) 

• Book IV - ‘Destiny of An Author’ 

• Book V - ‘Sex and Your Destiny’ 
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BOOK III – The Road to Your Destiny 
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Sample Sections of ‘Think Big Destiny Books’ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

‘The Road to Your Destiny’ 

                       

About                                             www.DestinyGram.com 
• General Genre- Self-Help 
• Content- Self-Help, Psychology. 
• Print Length- 157 Pages 

 

‘The Road to Your Destiny’ is a Handbook for the inter-active on-line Website 
www.DestinyGram.com  
 

Cover Description 
 

The “Destiny-Gram” is the on-line Adaptation of the book ‘Your Real Destiny’ and ‘The Road 
to Your Destiny’ is the handbook for the Website version, using ground-breaking Self-
Analysis Techniques to help the individual discover Real Destiny and make the Right 
Choices going forward. 
 

The analysis undertakes Personality Tests, examines individual Inner Needs and Desires, 
and - based on Skills Set and Abilities, known or yet to be developed- helps with generating 
self-determined Life Purpose and maps Destiny Choices, with algorithmic links to personal 
social networking sites. 
 

List of Contents 
 

Part One 
Part Two 

The Full Story 
Personality Test 

Part Three Character Analysis 
Part Four Skills, Goals & Desires 
Part Five Destiny Choices 

 

http://www.destinygram.com/
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Extracts from Chapters Body Text 

Part One - The Full Story 
“Personality is not only what makes us interesting, but also that which influences almost every 
aspect of our lives and prospects in our careers and relationships in our business and private 
lives. You have to have the qualification or attributes to take on a job or find the right partner, 
but it will be your personality which counts most in how your career or relationship develop. 
In other words: Our personality is how we distinguish ourselves, and it can get us further 
romantically and can get us further professionally, or visa-versa. But personality can’t be 
faked over time- nor does it fade away or change over time. Positive traits can be developed, 
but basic personality types remain the same- hence the prime importance for people on a 
route to self-discovery to understand their Personalities intimately, as though it were a 
Blueprint for their future. Understanding our Personality Types and Personality Management 
thereof is crucial to preparing for the next stages in the journey to Self-Discovery.” 
 

The Full ‘Self-Discovery’ and ‘Destiny-Choice’ Process entails: 
 

• Personality Test 

- Identifying your Personality Type 

- Understanding Your Personality  

• Character Analysis 

- Identifying What’s Sacred to You 

- Identifying Your Higher Purpose that 

- Defining Your ‘True Underlying Character’ 

- Prioritizing Universal Life Lessons 

- Listing & Deciding Your Personality Recommendations 

- Developing Your Personality Dashboard 

• Skills, Goals & Desires 

- Listing Your Gifts, Abilities & Skills  

- Listing Your Needs, Goals & Desires 

- Forming your Reality Dashboard 

- Developing Your Valuable Ideas 

• Destiny Choices 

- Building your ‘Destiny Pyramid’ 

- Choosing Your Destiny 

- Your Destiny Chosen 

- Acting Upon It  
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Part Two - Personality Test 

“Whether you are a Reformer- striving to be objective; a Helper being altruistic; an Achiever 
being hopeful; an Individualist being creative; an Investigator being wise; a Loyalist being 
faithful; an Enthusiast being joyous; a Challenger being decisive; or a Peacemaker being as 
patient as he/she can be – we can’t all be perfect. The healthiest characteristics of our 
personalities will only become properly understood by ourselves as we work on our self-
discovery and proactive personality management. The more aware we are and the more we 
avail ourselves of presence, the more essence supports the healthy manifestations of our 
personalities. Supporting the healthy manifestations of our personalities is surely worthwhile. 
Different Personality Types can be inspired to find their Destiny by understanding a wide 
range of Drivers. It is important to understand how we power our lives, and what our Destiny 
Drivers are. The choices we make are what matters, not the reasons. And depending on our 
Personality Types and traits, the decision process may be driven predominately by our ‘Gut, 
Heart or Head’. There are dominant ‘Instinctive, Feeling or Thinking’ attributes to each 
Personality Type.” 
 

Part Three  - Character Analysis 

“Despite its paramount importance for us all in our personal and business lives, in many ways 
‘Personality’ is just the wrapping. ‘Character’ is the chocolate coating and ‘Spirituality’ is its 
soft centre. You might employ, date, or just be attracted to someone, or otherwise, based on 
their personality. But in the end, it will always be that person’s true character which will 
influence your overall assessment and judgement in the long run. A person of character puts 
principles above personal self and personality. Feeling that there is something greater than 
oneself is the ‘Essence’ of ‘Spirituality’. The value chain is therefore - personality and 
relationships; character and values; and essence and life purpose. 
 

Character represents your learned behaviour, and your deeply held ethics and morals. 
Personality can be subjective in the analysis, but character is objective. Removing some of the 
subjectivity in your understanding about your own personality is therefore an important early 
stage in the search for true Purpose and Destiny. Honesty for example is not a personality 
trait, it is character based. You need to be honest with yourself in the analysis which follows 
in this book, failure to do so will render the analysis worthless. Character, unlike Personality, 
includes qualities, rather than traits, such as - Loyalty and Honesty; Leadership; Trust and 
Respect; Courage; Patience and Understanding. You can enforce ‘Honesty’ using the penal 
system, but you can’t enforce ‘Loyalty’, it comes with character on both sides. ‘Respect’ is 
earned and engenders ‘Trust’. These are qualities of Character, rather than Personality. 
 
Following the money, a career path, following one’s gut feel, following one’s football team, 
following a TV soap opera, following something spiritual, following others- what is your own 
life raison d'être? In this busy ‘just-get-on-with-it world’, your ‘Higher Purpose’, if you have 
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one, is invariably hidden away from all except yourself. It is far easier to conform to everyone 
else’s mantra of material living, even if we do harbour a deeper meaning subconsciously 
written on our soul contracts but hold back from letting it take centre stage. People’s higher 
purposes rarely become the over-arching forces in their lives, and most would not dwell on it, 
or even admit to having one. Then as they reflect on life on their death beds it’s too late, and 
then they die. Those who do re-consider the higher purpose of their lives are invariably ‘in 
search of lost time’? Tapping into a higher purpose can release a real flow and new rhythm 
of life. Sometimes allowing ourselves to let our minds wonder, drift away from the drudgery 
of reality a little, or think more spiritually - liberates us to a higher level, without the need for 
marijuana or meditation or yoga. 
 

The ‘Wisdom of the Ages’ tells us a lot about who we are, and how we’ve evolved into who 
we are. Our ancestors turned to their tribal elders to gleam wisdom to guide their lives, later 
many creeds of people developed around the world who followed the written Scriptures of 
their new-found Faiths. These days Science and Technology and Social Media seem to provide 
the source, if not meaning of everything for some. The future we are told will be focused on 
Artificial Intelligence and Algorithms. Meanwhile global pandemics, environmental effects, 
political and economic cycles, actions of leaders of wisdom, tyrants, philanthropists, 
philosophers, and the legacies of business tycoons and new technologies will come and go. 
 

Living in a bubble simply doesn’t cut it and being in tune with all that is around us- not just 
spiritually but in terms of knowledge of global events and issues affecting our communities- 
is a prerequisite to finding a deeper meaning in our own personal lives, however parochial.  
 

Part Four - Skills, Goals & Desires 

Your future Destiny is all about focusing on the positive characteristics in your personality and 
your life: 
 

• Pursuing your natural Needs and Desires as a Personality and an Individual 

• Pursuing your Holy Ideas and Ideals as a Personality and an Individual 

• Maximising your Strengths and Virtues as a Personality and an Individual 
 

The other reason is to “rise up” to the highest Levels of Development of your Personality (The 
Direction of Integration and Growth) increasing psychological health and balance- and most 
importantly avoiding inflation of the ego. 
 

As we get more attuned with our inner strengths and passions, we get a sense of what really 
matters to us in the pursuit of our goals. Charting a course for ourselves is one thing but 
making sure our aspirations match our gifts, abilities, and skills, and that we are properly 
leveraging them to full effect, is the reality check we all need to do. 
 

Life goals are what we want to achieve in the long run, and they’re much more meaningful 
than just ‘what we need to accomplish day by day to survive’. Unlike daily routines or short-
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term objectives, they drive our behaviours over the long run. There’s no single psychological 
definition for them, and they aren’t strictly a clinical construct, but they help us determine 
what we want to experience in terms of our values. And because they are personal ambitions, 
they can take many different forms. But they give us a sense of direction and make us 
accountable as we strive for happiness and well-being. Personal goals revolve around - Self-
development; Professional success; Family life; Life as a whole. 
 

Part Five - Destiny Choices 

Imagine that your life is a treasure map, and the pot of gold represents what you are destined 
to experience.  The choices you make along the way from here simply impact the route you 
take toward that pot of gold.   
 

To ‘Becoming Your Destiny’ you will likely choose to pursue a new Direction and/or Vocation, 
that you consider represents what ‘You would Love, are Good At, there is a Need For, and You 
can get Paid For (if that’s what you seek)’. And pursue it with Passion and Conviction.   
 

The Ikigai Model serves to help in your selection of a chosen Destiny. What it lacks as a tool 
is the sequence and route to your Destiny. The sequence should be to 1) Focus on identifying 
your Life Purpose 2) Focus on Personality Development to be the best person you can and 
most useful to society 3) Focus on Development of the Skills and Abilities you require to 4) 
Become your Chosen Destiny to pursue the Goals and Valuable Ideas which serve your Life 
Purpose.  ‘The Corrective Ikigai Model’ highlights the Corrective Measures around the Ikigai 
to align your Destiny with Purpose Personality and Ability. 
 
www.DestinyGram.com is the On-Line Version of the Inputs and Outputs which the book 
“Your Real Destiny” employs to derive the Reader’s Destiny.  
 

  

http://www.destinygram.com/
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